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Weekly remote learning schedules can be
found here:

8th grade families: We are planning a
virtual graduation ceremony for June 23rd.
More information to follow. 

We will reach out to 8th grade families for
pickup of yearbook, graduation items and
senior dues at the school building in June.

Visit our website for class information,
updates, mental health resources, and
much more: 

https://www.ms890.org/weekly-learning-
overviews.html

 

 

 

www.ms890.org

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dear M.S. 890 Families,
 

I hope you are safe and well during this unprecedented situation and that you are
trying to enjoy quality time with those closest to you.
 

Our teachers continue to work hard behind the scenes to ensure that your
children's distance learning plans are updated and engaging. We are
communicating daily to assess our work, fine tune as needed and plan for the
days ahead. To further engage students, teachers share daily messages and use
Google Classroom to post school related announcements or questions that
students can reply to during scheduled meeting times. Our weekly advisory
groups are running well, allowing students to interact with one another.
 

A round of applause is needed to our amazing teachers/staff and your children for
making this experience the best it can be under the circumstances. Your
continued support, positive feedback and engagement is very much appreciated.
It helps us to stay connected and bring smiles to one another while we are
apart.  They are truly representing the spirit of the M.S.890 Phoenix.
 

As Maya Angelou once said, “You may not control all the events that happen to
you, but you can decide not to be reduced by them.” May our community remain
strong until the halls of M.S.890 are again filled with life's energy, and that
enduring learning spirit!
 

M I D D L E  S C H O O L  8 9 0 ' S  M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

CELEBRATING  ADAPTABILITY

M.S. 890 Staff

http://www.ms890.org/
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HIGHLIGHTS
R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G

MAY 2020

In 8th Grade Earth Science student Ayla Espinal
created a poster showing the difference between solar

and lunar eclipses..

8th Grade ELA students used a peer feedback form
on their personal narrative essay. Even amongst
remote learning students are still collaborating

with one another.Great Job! 

In Ms. Strandbergs 8th grade core students are working
on a project in which they design a spaceship for "NASA"

using volume calculations. 

In 6th Grade Science student Noah Moore created a
comic strip on the water cycle.

In 7th Grade Social Studies students research and
investigate the significance of Texas statehood

completing an infographic.
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HIGHLIGHTS
R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G

MAY 2020

In this project, students made a weather instrument using materials at home.and collected
their own data about the weather.  The rain gauge is from Briana (601), the wind vane (with

the dog) is from Laila (603). 

In their Technical Theatre Design unit, students first explored different design jobs
within theatre, then learned how designers use design elements to make choices

regarding light, sound, set, props, costume, and special effects, and practiced analyzing
different design choices from a variety of musicals and plays. Next, students practiced

interpreting their own designs from text, working their way up from a prompt last
week, to analyzing a script and designing a production design for the piece next week.

Technical Theatre Design unit,
King's Feast and Mermaid Production Design Collage - Pema Gurung (803
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Technical Theatre Design unit,

Farm Design Written Pitch - Ronhair

Arosemena (801) : "I would design this

scene by having the background take

place in a dark orange background with a

sunset sky but the sun is shining bright.

On each side of the stage there would be

cacti and tumbleweeds. The aliens

costume would have silk but in the form

of formal suits and the actors might have

a third eye. There would also be a

spaceship that will have fog coming from

the bottom and red, orange, and yellow

lights."

HIGHLIGHTS
R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G

MAY 2020

Farm Design Written Pitch
- Myra Lopez (801): "I

would create a scene where
there is a farmer in shock of
his plants and land. In the

setting there would be dead
grass,squashed vegetables,

and mud everywhere. I
would have the lighting be

gray since this may be a sad
awful moment for the

farmer and I would also add
the spotlight to the farmer

to make all the attention goon him."

Technical Theatre Design 
Farm and School Set Designs - Maribel Carvallo (802)

Technical Theatre Design 
Alien Spaceship Crash in the Desert

Set Mockup - Chase Burns (802)
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HIGHLIGHTS
R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G

MAY 2020
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Isiah Harrison completes 100 push ups a day
challenge. 

In Mr. Osswald's 6th grade Health class, students wrote letters to politicians regarding the current
pandecmic. George Crawford wrote a letter to our mayor Bill DeBlasio. 

HIGHLIGHTS
R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G

MAY 2020

Tyler Yacinthe
displays his

Social Studies
assignment

during Remote
Learning. 
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R E S O U R C E S  A N D  T I P S

New York residents can apply for a New
York Public Library card through SimplyE

to gain access to a range of digital
resources, including e-books and

audiobooks, as well as databases available
from home during our period of closure.

https://www.nypl.org/books-music-
movies/ebookcentral/simplye

NEW YORK PUBLIC
LIBRARY CARD

The mother of all E-book sites hosts 40000
free ebooks, and makes them accessible for

Kindle, Android, iPad, and iPhone.
http://www.gutenberg.org/ 

FREE E-BOOKS

Three free meals will be available daily for
ALL New Yorkers in more than 400 Meal

Hubs across the 5 boroughs. Meal Hubs
sites operate from 7:30AM-11:30AM for

children and families and 11:30AM-1:30PM
for adults. Vegetarian and halal options are
available at all sites. All adults and children
can pick up three meals at one time. No one
will be turned away. No registration or ID

required. Good news!  PS/IS 206 and IS 278
will open Monday, 4/20/20. We thank you
for your patience. To find a location near

you visit schools.nyc.gov/freemeals.
 

FREE MEALS

 

Great Performances brings the best in the
performing arts from across America and

around the world to a US television
audience. It presents a diverse

programming portfolio of classical music,
opera, popular song, musical theater,

dance, drama, and performance
documentaries.

https://www.pbs.org/show/great-
performances/

GREAT
PERFORMANCES

The Sworkit app offers free exercise videos
and other content for kids that doesn't

require a membership. The app guides kids
through strength, agility, flexibility, and

balancing routines like crab walking,
squatting, and side planking.

SWORKIT

Thanks to Villanova University, you can
take an amazing virtual, panoramic tour of

the Sistine Chapel. Using buttons in the
lower left screen, you can move around the

room and zoom in on the paintings,
including those on the ceiling.

http://www.openculture.com/2013/05/take
_a_3d_virtual_tour_of_the_sistine_chapel

_st_peters_basilica_.html

VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE
SISTINE CHAPEL

This site has indexed over 33,000
educational videos from YouTube and

placed them into a directory of over
3,000 categories. The videos are

available without registration or fees to 
students at home 24/7.

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/  
 

WATCH KNOW
LEARN

Get free online homework help from one-on-
one tutors, daily from 2–11pm. Available in

English and Spanish, from early elementary
through high school grades, in core subject

areas. Video content and other resources are
also available 24 hours a day. You will need
to sign up for a NYPL library card if you do

not have one already:
https://landing.brainfuse.com/authenticate.

asp?u=main.nypl.ny.brainfuse.com
 

FREE ONLINE TUTORING
WITH BRAINFUSE

The Mark Morris Dance Group has
launched a series of live classes to create
new pathways to ensure the joy of dance

continues online for our global community.
Children, teens, adults, and families can

enjoy a range of classes from home.
https://markmorrisdancegroup.org/dance-

center/online-classes/

MARK MORRIS DANCE
CLASSES

Calling all future award-winning filmmakers!
The DYCD Film Festival will feature dozens of
short films during a virtual event this spring,
and DYCD is working with their partners to

help you navigate the ins and outs of creating
your first film.

https://filmfreeway.com/DYCDFilmFestival

DYCD FILM FESTIVAL

 iCivics prepares young Americans to
become knowledgeable and engaged 21st

century citizens by offering free and
innovative educational materials. iCivics

has produced 16 educational video games as
well as vibrant teaching materials that
have been used in classrooms in all 50

states.
https://www.icivics.org/ 

HISTORY

This at-home yoga app is offering all health and
fitness programs (Down Dog for Beginners, HIIT,

Barre, and 7 Minute Workout) for free to all
students and teachers (K-12 and college) through

July 1.

DOWNDOG

Want to showcase your art skills, or learn
more about styles like digital art and comic
books? DYCD is launching art contests with
a different theme each week. They’ll feature

the best art by NYC youth in an online
gallery, and you may even find your original
work on display in a neighborhood near you!
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dycd/services/spe

cial_initiatives.page

ART  ACTIVITIES

Time management for students: 10 strategies
and tips to maximize your time and build your

focus
https://blog.rescuetime.com/time-

management-for-students/

TIME MANAGEMENT FOR
STUDENTS

Use these resources to keep kids engaged
and learning at home. No printer? No

problem! Just use the OPEN button to view
the materials on-screen and have your
child write their answers on a sheet of

paper.
https://teachables.scholastic.com/teachabl

es/learn-at-home.html

FREE TEACHABLES
WORKSHEETS

This non-profit provides "open textbooks"
for K-12 students all over the world. It

offers free high-quality, standards-aligned,
open content in the STEM subjects (science,

technology, engineering, and
mathematics).

https://www.ck12.org/student/ 

CK-12 STEM

his list created by Open Culture offers free
lessons in 40 different languages. You can
generally download the mp3/podcasts to

your devices.
http://www.openculture.com/freelanguagel

essons

OPEN CULTURE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE Mission US engages students in the study of

transformational moments in American
history. Each mission consists of an

interactive game and a set of curriculum
materials that are aligned to national

standards and feature document-based
activities.

 https://www.mission-us.org/

MISSION US

https://www.nypl.org/books-music-movies/ebookcentral/simplye
http://schools.nyc.gov/freemeals
https://www.pbs.org/show/great-performances/
https://landing.brainfuse.com/authenticate.asp?u=main.nypl.ny.brainfuse.com
https://markmorrisdancegroup.org/dance-center/online-classes/
https://filmfreeway.com/DYCDFilmFestival
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dycd/services/special_initiatives.page
https://blog.rescuetime.com/time-management-for-students/
https://teachables.scholastic.com/teachables/learn-at-home.html
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C U R R I C U L U M  A T  A  G L A N C E

 

6th graders are currently reading The
Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. We are using this
novel to study how characters can change

as a result of the challenges they face.
Students have also learned the main parts

of a story arc and will use this knowledge to
outline  and create a detailed story arc for

The Hobbit.
 

Students have continued their novel study
of Rick Riordan's The Lightning Thief, a

story that ties into the theme of the "hero's
journey" which mirrors tales from Ancient
Greek mythology and epic poems like The

Odyssey. As an extension activity, students
were given the opportunity to create a

Buncee presentation answering the
question "How Can I Be a Hero?" during a

time when heroes are needed now more
than ever.

6TH GRADE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS

In 6th Grade Science, students are
investigating the causes and impacts of

weather patterns.  They are working on a
final project where they research a severe
weather type and design an infographic to

inform people about the hazards.

6TH GRADE SCIENCE

7th Grade Math students have been
working on analyzing angle measures and
relationships. The students learned about

special types of relationships between
angles such as supplementary or

complementary. The 7th graders will also
learn how to identify angle measures in a
diagram where only some information is

known. The students will make connections
between these skills and real-world
situations involving topics such as

architecture or sports.
 

7TH GRADE MATH

What comes next? In a globalized era with
expanding trade, mass human migration,

and changing governments the Ancient
Romans, Vikings, Chinese, Caliphates,

Huns, and others looked towards growing
interdependence along the Silk Road and

Indian Ocean and pursued ways to improve
their quality of life and gain more power

and wealth from this trade network. 
Our final unit of study focuses on world

history from about 300 CE to 1500 CE; or
the period from the fall of the Western

Roman Empire to the fall of the Eastern
Roman (Byzantian) Empire. The themes of
this unit are immediately relevant and we

will make connections with our modern
age. Specifically, every Thursday we will
have a different guest speaker share their
perspective about how the Coronavirus is

impacting and changing our world. Guests
include but are not limited to: citizens in

foreign countries, business owners,
doctors, public health officials, and

students. If you know someone who might
be a great speaker for our class please

contact Mr. Sixta.

6TH GRADE SOCIAL
STUDIES

8th Grade Math students have been
exploring many topics including angle

relationships, parallel lines and angles, and
volume. Students in the Algebra 1 Regents

classes are learning about quadratic
functions and real-world applications such

as sports and architecture.

8TH GRADE MATH

For our last 7th Grade unit, the focus has
been and will continue to be on Dystopian

Literature. After reading and analyzing
dystopian elements in short stories,

students are and have been reading and
analyzing the same elements in The Giver.

After analyzing symbolism, textual
patterns, characterization, and setting

students will finish their study on the novel
by identifying major themes in The Giver.
Once the novel is completed, students will
be writing their very own dystopian short

story! Lessons will focus again on
dystopian elements and settings along with
plot structure and character development.

7TH GRADE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS

For Remote Learning in ELA, 8th Graders
are reading a series of short stories from a

diverse range of writers:  Ray Bradbury,
Gary Soto, Eugenia Collier...  Students are
also completing approx. 30 min a week on

Khan Academy where they focus on a
grammar topic.  Students are then assigned

writing assignments connected to the
grammar focus, and weekly reading.

8TH GRADE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS

In this unit, 7th Grade Science students will
take the role of engineers by using their

understanding of science concepts to
design new technologies to minimize the

amount of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. The Earth is warming due to a
dramatic increase in the amount of carbon

dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
Buildings are primary producers of

greenhouse gases due to the amount of fuel
needed to generate the electricity required

to cool and heat them. By the end of this
unit, students can describe engineering

practices and compose a written proposal
that supports their optimal design for
making cities more environmentally

responsible.

7TH GRADE SCIENCE

In 8th grade science students just
completed a project on genetic disorders

and are now entering the unit of evolution.
In this unit students will explore changes

in species over time and what evidence we
have to support the theory of evolution.

This will culminate in a project where
students will focus on one species and

investigate its evolutionary history.

8TH GRADE SCIENCE

7th grade social studies students are
finishing up our unit on westward

expansion and moving into our last unit of
the school year.  As we continue moving

through May and into June we will be
studying the story of the Civil War.  Our

studies begin with understanding how the
United States attempted to resolve

sectional conflicts that arose over slavery. 
 Students will examine the causes of the

Civil War, and learn how enslaved Africans
maintained their humanity in the face of
oppression. Then our class will turn our
research to the efforts individuals and

groups made that influenced the Civil War.
We will analyze the Strengths and

Weaknesses of the Northern Union and
Southern Confederacy. Students will

dissect the battles, and turning points of
the War. We will end the unit evaluating

whether or not the Confederate surrender
resolved the sectional conflicts within the

United States.
 

7TH GRADE SOCIAL
STUDIES

Eighth grade has just exited World War I
and entered America in the Roaring 20's.
They are in the process of creating mini

projects that would compile a magazine on
these times. They will study the Roaring
20's and analyze the events leading up to

America's involvement into World War II.

8TH GRADE SOCIAL
STUDIES6th Grade Math students are putting

together all of their learning related to
equations, ratios, and graphing to

represent and solve real-world problems.
They are exploring situations in which two

quantities are related to each other and
identifying which of the two quantities is a

dependent variable and an independent
variable, then representing the

relationship between the variables as an
equation, a table, and a graph.

 

6TH GRADE MATH
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During remote learning, students will
continue adding Bachata dance patterns to
their repetoire by watching tutorial clips of
short dance patterns. Students are asked to

record themselves performing the short
dance pattern for feedback. Students will

also watch performances of the dance
genres learned to see how these various

dance patterns are executed collectively in
dance performances and competitions

throughout the world.

LATIN DANCE

During remote learning students have been
watching and reflecting about

performances of all genres, including
different types of musical instruments, and

music from the past, and the present. Our
google classroom has been resourced with

materials to help students continue to grow
in their musical knowledge through

historical texts, video tutorials, and links to
useful videos, and websites. In order to

make the rest of the school year equitable
for all her students Mrs. Balsamo will

continue providing students with videos
that can aid them in moving forward as
violinist. However due to the fact that

many students do not have a violin at home
with them, she will not be assigning

anything that will require students to play
the violin or any instrument. Instead the

focus of this studio class will be on
observing, and learning from musicians

from "yesterday, and today".

VIOLIN

In 6th grade Photography, students will
continue to learn about photography

composition techniques through online
lessons and apply the techniques by taking

their own pictures at home. They will submit
their best photos and learn how to use editing
software to perfect their photo publishing. We

will put the best pictures into a class
photography portfolio.

PHOTOGRAPHY

8th Grade Theatre students are just
finishing up their exploration of Theatre
Design! Students first explored different

jobs in theatre (aside from acting!) and
"applied for the job they felt was most

interesting to them, explaining what skills
the roles required and why they'd be great

for the role. Then, students explored the
roles of different theatre designers --
costume, set, light, sound, and props

designers, analyzing how different choices
impact the mood, themes, and characters of

a production, and practicing these design
skills themselves. Students are currently

taking on their final project: Creating their
own production designs inspired by a fairy
tale text, and having to justify their choices
by explaining the intended impact of their

designs on an audience! Look out
Broadway, you've got a new crop of

designers headed your way!

THEATER

Students in 6th Grade Music are gearing up
to finish their study of the 10 Most Covered

Songs in History List! They are currently
studying "Imagine" by John Lennon and

having inspiring conversations about the
song relating to the circumstances of today
and how we could come closer to reaching

the peaceful and dreamer-based world that
Lennon creates in the song. After

completion of the "Imagine" unit, students
will look closely at #1 and #3 on the most
covered list which have something quite

important in common. Through their music
interpreting skills, they will determine

which one truly deserves to be at the top of
the list in their own personal opinions! 

MUSIC

This month students are working on their
recycled instruments project which will

lead into the end of the school year.
Students are being asked to think about,

and research about an instrument they may
want to recreate out of recycled materials.

Each week students are finding the answers
to 2-3 questions which will help them in
ultimately creating and documenting the

creation of their own recycled instruments.

MUSICA MUNDIAL

Mandarin students are currently exploring
their fourth unit, "Hobbies and Activities."
In this unit, students are learning to read,

speak, and understand vocabulary
pertaining to describing hobbies and

activities in Mandarin. We're currently
deep diving into one particular hobby,
cooking, and are analyzing the ways in

which traditional Chinese cooking
compares and contrasts to the cooking we

do in our own homes.
 

MANDARIN CHINESE
In Retelling History (Musically!), students are

working on a fairytale character analysis
project based on the character of their case

from our case study musical: Into the Woods.
Students are partaking in different activities to
analyze their character such as learning about

the character's fairytale origin, creating
documents based on their perception of the
character, and creating collages to express

different aspects of the character. It's been a
joy to see each student's interpretation of class

fairytale characters such as Cinderella, Jack
and the Beanstalk, Little Red Riding Hood, and

Rapunzel so far!

RETELLING HISTORY

In Physical Education we are continuing to
work on keeping active during the

Quarantine. It can be difficult to feel
motivated when we are stuck at home and
unable to do our normal routines or play

games and sports with our friends.
Through the use of videos as well as other

activities we will attempt to keep active, get
our hearts pumping, as well as keep our

muscles moving and make them stronger!
Keep moving everyone and soon enough we
will be back to what we love playing games

and sports with our friends. Health: We
will be learning about how Alcohol Tobacco
and Other Drugs effect our bodies. We will

also learn how to make good decisions
when it comes to the proper or improper

use of substances. This will allow students
to gain the skills necessary to develop good

decision making and life skills.
 

 PHYSICAL EDUCATION

6th graders have been using Padlet to
participate in a readers theatre with their

classmates. They've been posting videos of
themselves reading the lines to the song
¿Puedo ir al baño? in a dramatic fashion

and incorporating costumes, puppets, and
props. Students are able to view each

others' video and provide encouraging
feedback in the form of comments. Having
a script to follow helps learners get more

comfortable speaking out loud and noticing
the unique relationship between letters and

sounds in Spanish. 
 

7th and 8th graders recently completed an
assignment where they turned false

statements into true statements about the
Señor Wooly story ¡PAN!. They will be

using this practice in changing details of a
story for their own ¡PAN! spinoff project

where they change key elements of the
story to create a brand new version.

 

SPANISH LANGUAGE

Choir has been looking quite different due to
remote learning. Choir students have been

watching the latest zoom music creations and
creating discussions around what they observe
from them. Starting this week, Choir will also

have weekly video chats where choir students will
get to choose what activities we do based on a

survey sent out. We may not be able to be together
the way we were but we can still be a music group!

CHOIR STUDIO

C U R R I C U L U M  A T  A  G L A N C E

During remote learning, students have
been exploring various musical genres and
styles of guitar playing through "Listening

& Journaling" activities. Students listen and
read about famous artists such as Paco de
Lucia, B.B. King, and Roland Dynes while
being immersed into the genres of music
these artists represent, such as flamenco,

the blues, and classical guitar! 

GUITAR STUDIO

http://schools.nyc.gov/freemeals
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C U R R I C U L U M  A T  A  G L A N C E

With Social Emotional Learning (SEL) a top
priority, we have started to have digital

advisory for the kids to check in with them.
Our top priority to to help our kids still feel

connected to their MS 890 community
while we continue with remote learning.

Most of the kids have been reporting
mostly feeling "bored". We have been

curating lists of movies, tv shows, and
youtube videos that kids suggest as a great
coping skill.  Students have reported that

talking to friends, watching tv, eating
comfort food and listening to music has

helped them cope with this unpresidented
time. Three items that keep coming up with
the kids: 1) A lot of kids are enjoying getting

extra hours of sleep, but are having
difficulty sleeping. We are having so much

screentime, we recommend taking all
technology away one hour before bedtime.

2) We also recommend getting some
Vitamin D (sunshine), this may mean

sitting infront of a window for 15 minutes.
3)  A lot of kids have been saying that they

get there work done later at night (me, too!)
But we recommend getting a set schedule

for getting up and getting your work done.
To our parents and guardians: just a

reminder that none of us signed up for
homeschooling, we are doing remote

learning during a crisis. You are doing a
great job! We may just have to hire you in

the Fall ;)
 

ADVISORY

The sixth grade Musical History class has done an
amazing job bringing the arts home during the

transition into Remote Learning! They have
created and submitted lip sync videos, streamed

live theatrical productions and learned
improvisational tips from industry professionals!

We even got a little bit classical by touring
Shakespeare's Globe Theatre (virtually) and
exploring the figures of speech that the Bard

coined that we still use today! These students are
really getting an opportunity to embrace their

creative side and find art in some surprising
places! Take a bow!

MUSICAL HISTORY

Students are learning about the dangers of
food contamination and proper food

handling. While also researching and
investigating the hunger gap and the food

desert.  Students will begin working on
their final recipe project for the school

year. Students will have to present a dish
that they made explaining all of the

ingredients and the significance of the dish.

FOOD SCIENCE
In Blended Learning students will be

finishing the last few weeks of the onlione
learning programs. Students are using

Achieve300 and will soon take the End of
year Levelset to see how they have
performed over the year. 7th grade

students are also on the last few weeks of
using ArgoPrep. Students have rotated

between activities in both Math and ELA.
Students have completed smaller times
assignments and will also practice with

longer practice sections from past exams.

BLENDED LEARNING

need to get in touch with a
teacher?
EMAIL ADDRESSES CAN BE FOUND HERE:
HTTPS://WWW.MS890.ORG/UPLOADS/5/9/5/4/59542091/TEACHER_EMAILS_19-20.PDF

WHILE YOU #STAYHOMENYC PLEASE COMPLETE THE

#2020CENSUS FORM. 

 
YOU SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED INFORMATION IN THE MAIL

ABOUT HOW TO COMPLETE THE CENSUS OR YOU CAN FILL

IT IN ONLINE AT

 WWW.2020CENSUS.GOV 

 

WHAT'S AT STAKE?  BILLIONS IN FEDERAL FUNDS FOR

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND HOUSING, ROADS AND BRIDGES

AND MORE. THE NUMBER OF SEATS NYC  HAS IN

CONGRESS. YOUR COMMUNITY. YOUR VOICE! 

https://www.ms890.org/uploads/5/9/5/4/59542091/teacher_emails_19-20.pdf
http://www.2020census.gov/
http://www.2020census.gov/


Treat your day
as if you're
going to school.
Get up, take a
shower, have
breakfast. 

KEEP YOUR

ROUTINE

Notes will help
you remember
lessons as you
watch them. It'll
also be useful
for reviewing
later.

TAKE NOTES

Do your work in
blocks to lessen
the strain. After
finishing one
lesson, take a
five minute
break before
moving on.

TAKE A  BREAK

TIPS FOR LEARNING
FROM HOME

remote learning

The school and
your teacher will
prepare your
lessons, but it'll
be good if you'll
plan how you'll
be studying at
home.

MAKE A  PLAN

Finish one
lesson before
moving to the
next. Do one
assignment
before another.
Lessen
multitasking.

DO ONE THING

AT  A  TIME

Studying at
home isn't easy.
Reward yourself
for each small
success.

BE PROUD OF

YOUR

ACHIEVEMENTS

Credits: 21 Study Tips for Online Classes Success : https://goodcolleges.online/study-tips-for-success/



nfrangella@schools.nyc.gov
929-397-9200 / 646-926-6396
www.ms890.org


